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DocOrigin
Seamless migration from
Adobe Central Pro Output Server/ Jetform

Today, more and more organisations, regardless of size, turn to
Customer Communication Management (CCM) solutions in order to
improve the delivery, storage and retrieval of the business
communication with their clients, partners and employees. Modern
CCM solutions permit organisations to not only digitalise the process
itself, but can also be cost-effective, easy to use, fast and offer
omnichannel document delivery without using multiple applications..
INTRODUCTION

DocOrigin has been developed by the core team that was instrumental of the
Adobe/JetForm Central products. Therefore, DocOrigin benefits from a significant
maturity built on future-proof technology. Our experience and expertise has resulted
in being in a position to offer a comprehensive set of migration tools and strategies
aimed at providing out of the box replacements existing legacy solutions in this
space..
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SOLUTION DESCRIPTION
DocOrigin (from the creators of Adobe Central Pro Output Server, Jetform) is an
innovative and reliable solution for creating, managing, editing and delivering professional
business communication in any format across multiple communication channels. With
4000+ installations worldwide, DocOrigin proves its reliability, flexibility, security and
speed, delivering communication and documents to its audiences faster than its peers with
no outage at any customer.

CONVERT FORMS IN SECONDS
DocOrigin can open Jetform/ Adobe Central Pro, Opentext or similar output server templates
directly and save them as DocOrigin document template files. Singlepage and multi-page
static forms migrate easily and accurately.
The template conversion takes just seconds. The migration and conversion tools provided for
templates and data helped existing customers to reduce their design and quality assurance
time by about 70%. Manual adjustment of the automated conversion results may be required
and will vary based on the complexity of the original form.

DATA FILES
Files in field-nominated format, .DAT, or .FNF are recognized by DocOrigin and automatically
converted to well-formed XML matching your template. Proper template and data merging is
assured.
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ONE FORM AT A TIME
One of the greatest challenges for many customers is the process of migrating from “old” to
“new”. We can help you manage that change. Our representatives can show you how to
migrate to DocOrigin on a template-by-template basis. You can have your current system
and DocOrigin both running productively, and once all your templates are migrated, you can
“pull the plug” on the old system. You can expect a smooth transition, with little or no
disruption to your critical document generation processes.

CONVERSION DUE DILIGENCE
It is typical to undertake a due diligence process when contemplating migration from one
product to another, especially when proprietary assets are involved, as they are with
Adobe/Accelio/JetForm products. The due diligence process ensures that both the customer
and the new vendor are cognizant of the restrictions and risks in the use or handling of
proprietary assets.
Our team of experts can assist you in navigating through the due diligence process, and in
organizing, managing and conducting your migration effort.
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SUMMARY
●
●

●

●

DocOrigin generates personalized, professional,
dynamic, high-fidelity business documents
Is as robust and dependable, as other market
leaders, yet faster, easier more flexible and
much more efficient
Can be installed into any ecosystem, platform
and can deliver any document type through any
delivery channel.
Builds a perfect solution for middle and
enterprise-sized companies who’s data is
generated by older legacy systems, such as
Jetform, Adobe Central Pro, Create!Form,
DocPath, Bottomline, FormScape, Optio, PDF
Wizard
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Ecodocx LLC is an American private software
development and consulting services company
with a headquarter in Boston USA. The
company works in the output management
industry for over 12 years and uses its
experience and feedback from clients to extend
their business applications with comprehensive
document generation capabilities. Whether
they need to produce large volumes of invoices
or statements, or a single customer letter,
Ecodocx’s solutions handle business-critical
requirements quickly, easily, and affordably.

Ecodocx. We’re always happy to help.
Get in touch with us today!
Ecodocx LLC
50 Milk Street, 16th Floor
Boston, MA 02109 USA
+1 (617) 475 1636
info@ecodocx.com
www.ecodocx.com

